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BRAZIL 

The Issue: 
 
Case Study: Deltan Dallagnol / Federal Public Ministry of Brazil 

Brazil has a long history of corruption. People 
are calling for an end of corruption. 
Bribes are rife.  

Delton says when he first became a federal 
prosecutor, he wanted to stop corruption and 
improve Brazil.  

Corruptions drains 60 billion dollars per year.  
The poor of this country could have access to 
water, health systems, food, if this was stopped.  

However, he found the legal systems did not work against powerful people. He needed to 
change the laws of his country.  The fight is of David against Goliath.  

He often thought about giving up and he wondered if good was ever going to prevail. He said, 
“You are not only responsible for what you do, but for the good that you don’t do.” He was in a 
position of influence that could make a difference. 

“We have to do the best that we can at this moment.” 

Deltan and his team drafted the largest anti-corruption bill in Brazilian history. Through a 
petition the bill was supported by more than 2.3 million Brazilians. 

The GLS inspires and encourages leaders like Delton and brings him together with others to truly 
make a difference in their country. 

The Plan 
GLS BRAZIL 

Coming out of the pandemic, the GLS in Brazil, as with the rest of the country, is recovering from 
the two years of medical, financial, and political upheaval. Prior to the pandemic, the GLS in 
Brazil was held in 58 cities and reached more than 14,000 people. While the impact was 
understandably curtailed during COVID, we are once again seeing growth in impact and 
attendance.  

We are re-building. In 2022, Brazil held the GLS in 47 cities, with a total attendance of more than 
12,000. 

The focus of the Summit in Brazil is passionately centered on transformation. Churches across 
the country see the GLS as their lifeline for encouragement and equipping in these challenging 
times. 
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The Possibilities 

One of the greatest challenges facing our team in Brazil is the sheer scope and size of the 
country.  

While there are many major population centers, such as Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and many 
others, the vast territories in the Amazon region of northern Brazil are very difficult to access. 
Even the area’s largest centre, Manaus, is available only by plane or by the Amazon river itself. 
There are no roads leading in or out of the region. Therefore, in order to impact this region with 
the transformational potential of the GLS, it takes a great deal of effort and significant funding 
support.  

The Women Leaders Network 

One initiative to extend support and reach in Brazil is through networking and resourcing 
women in leadership. It is acknowledged that women hold second class positions across Brazil 
and those who are leading are often doing so in isolation. A Women Leaders Network will be 
held in April 2023 and out of this 5 cohorts in cities across Brazil will develop. These cohorts fit 
under the Global Women Leaders Network guidelines and will be instrumental in the health and 
development of this continent. 

 

The Need 
The Global Leadership Network has empowered leaders, Churches and organizations and 
brought unity to the people in Myanmar. It has initiated many movements that is bringing 
transformation to the country, bringing hope and encouragement to the people in Myanmar. 

Development of GLS Sites $130,000 

Women Leaders Network events (5 x $2,000 per event) $10,000 

TOTAL $140,000 

 

 

 

 


